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SCHOOL DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT  
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Zürich Canton, Switzerland 

Abstract. Within the setting of the Swiss school system, this paper presents school quality dimensions 

as requirements for building, emphasising its normative character, which is due to the nature of 

education and architecture, and reinforced by legal prescriptions. The paper then discusses how 

assessment criteria could be used to mirror educational requirements for design, and how current 

research on the relationship between education and architecture could lead to the development of 

criteria in Switzerland. It also discusses pragmatic solutions to organising new procedures of design 

and assessment involving the relevant persons as agents, with normative concepts of education and 

building.  

Preliminaries 

Evaluating school buildings should begin – in my view – with a concept of school quality. But 
this is already a difficult thing to deal with, and I will return to this problem later on. First of all, I 
should state, that I am not an expert in evaluating school facilities. I have been involved in the 
planning of school buildings and establishing dimensions of school quality. My contribution to the 
meeting is intended to introduce the various principles of school quality and how they relate to facility 
design and assessment. It is based on my experience of the Swiss school system, very diverse one, 
with particular reference to the cantonal school system of Zürich.  

I will begin with a glance at our landscape of schools, a very brief overview of the way schools 
are laid out and then move on to a discussion of the educational and architectural aspects of design and 
planning. School quality criteria should become part of the overall quality requirements for the built 
environment to be evaluated. But how can educational requirements be translated into an architectural 
design? In my view, educational and architectural reasoning have little in common, but both have an 
impact on the design and planning of a school building and its assessment. Finally, I discuss a 
possibility for an exchange of architectural and educational ideas by administrative procedures. I 
propose to investigate them by research methods that will lead to establish useful criteria and 
transferable procedures for building quality assessment.  

Landscape of schools 

In the Canton of Zürich the landscape of school building is not very exciting. 

School buildings normally comprise a row of classrooms, sometimes a room for group work in 
between, and all connected by a corridor. Each classroom has a floor area of 75 m2 or more. This 
room typology expresses our school organisation. The classes as individual learning groups still form 
the basic framework of schools, as they did at the end of the 19th century, and classroom teaching is 
the major feature of the schools’ daily routine. In some cases, were the school buildings are more 
flexible, a cluster model can be adopted, facilitating interclass group and project work, in tune with 
more modern ideas in education.  

In Zürich, school buildings tend to be small, often with a capacity for only 120 pupils. In some 
more urban areas, the buildings are larger. The largest, “Im Birch”, can accommodate up to 800 
pupils. In this particular school, the clusters and other facilities are contained within an office-style 
building. It matches the grand style of the new city district where it is situated.  
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The schools discussed here are representative of primary and lower secondary schools (students 
aged 6 to 15) in the public sector. In most cases, they cater for the local residential area, though some 
of the secondary schools serve larger catchment areas.  

Landscape of schools reflects the view that the design of every building depends on educational 
concepts – the question is: who defines these concepts? Should it be made by educators or architects, 
or politicians and administrators in reference to their own specific area of concern, such as: 

- Dimensions of school quality. 

- Principles of building and design. 

- The public interest.  

This paper will mainly address these three areas. 

School quality 

The school system in Switzerland is diverse, but there are efforts to harmonise various aspects of 
it. One strategy is based on an evaluation of school quality. The model chosen was designed to assess 
quality and identify weaknesses in order to direct future development.  

The model brings together current opinions on school quality in Switzerland (Figure 1), and takes 
into account research in effective schools and the concept of what makes a good school good. System-
defined parameters such as legal regulations or personnel issues (column one) are dealt with through 
school organisation and teaching and learning arrangements (column two and three). Material 
resources include school buildings. 

In the logic of the model, the build structure must contribute to the processes and outcomes of 
schooling. In turn, these processes and outcomes are requirements a school building must fulfil. 
However, the relations are not so clear: Does a requirement for school leadership mean that a head 
teacher’s office must be built? and vice versa: no office, no head teacher? Or another example: If a 
school has no head teacher (as 500 of Zürich’s 750 schools), what effect does this have, say, on social 
behaviour? Would this lead, for example, to a lack of mutual respect between teachers? But this model 
offers only theoretical fields or aspects of quality. At a more practical level of evaluation, indicators 
are missing, for example for assessing mutual respect in social relations, and standards such as high 
mutual respect. In Zürich, the definition of indicators and standards is still a work in progress; it is 
currently based on the organisational level of schools, as well as on curricula, and teaching and 
learning philosophies.  

In an international setting, a similar model for school quality assessment was developed and 
validated by a project in which the Canton of Zürich participated (Figure 2). Dimensions and criteria 
of quality were established through various means, such as questionnaires for students, teachers, 
parents, and others. This is, in my view, a good method of finding an international consensus on 
quality criteria and indicators. 

I mention these models because the dimensions and criteria of school quality should have an 
impact on the design and assessment of the built learning environment. It is quite simple: If concepts 
of school quality exist, then they will impact on the overall quality of the building and should be 
considered as criteria for assessment. In this perspective, school environmental quality attributes are 
requirements for buildings. Educationists don’t hesitate to formulate these requirements as educational 
standards for planning, use and evaluation of the built environment. Publications in Zürich, however, 
concentrate on the planning side. The vision of famous educators, such as Freinet, Petersen, 
Montessori, Alexander, and von Hentig, is noticeably lacking. But in the diverse public school system 
of Zürich, a consensual vision is difficult to achieve. 
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Instead of visions, Zürich educationists refer to perceived changes in order to formulate 
requirements for school buildings. These are in general organisational, educational and societal 
changes. They envisage among others a more cooperative school culture, new teaching and learning 
strategies, and dissolving family structures. They translate these trends into a need for assembly halls 
and meeting places, flexible room structures for learning and teaching, and space for ordinary life, for 
eating, playing etc. to substitute family life. Considering social anthropological conditions of the child 
or the student (though interestingly, seldom those of the teacher), educationists ask for air, light, 
colour, movement, access to the outside etc. This argument sits well with the old Bauhaus slogan: 
“FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION”. The functional view of educationists and educators is supported 
by the school administration. There is a strong demand for tailor-made suits when planning 
educational facilities. 

All this assumes that there is a relationship between the built environment and the performance 
and behaviour of the user. Conventional knowledge implies this, but significant relationships are 
difficult to demonstrate. This is true for the relation between education and building, as well as the 
relationships between the dimensions and criteria of school quality contained in the models discussed 
here. Research is still at the early stages, especially in Zürich, and we have little scientific evidence for 
the effects of these relationships. Therefore the above mentioned requirements have mainly a 
normative basis and aspire a one sided specification of education towards architecture. 

To summarise: I support the consideration of the educational quality aspects of school as criteria 
for the assessment of school buildings. On the other hand I recognise the difficulties in implementing 
such a systematic view on quality, since there is no shared vision of educational quality and few 
evidence-based requirements that buildings should serve.  

School building 

“Educational concepts change, but school buildings remain - It is not the building that educates.” 
Such is the radical argument of architects. But as we have seen from school design, building concepts 
also change. We mentioned the typical architecture from the end of the 19th century, and the modern 
the cluster school. I also could mention the “pavilion” school of the 1930s. These school typologies 
reflect educational concepts such as discipline, individualisation of learning approaches, the emphasis 
on nature. It is impossible to argue that a stringent relationship exists between typologies of school 
buildings and educational success. In present day Zürich, not only are different classroom 
arrangements acceptable, it is even possible to use schools for completely different purposes, and by 
different people, e.g. meeting places for clubs and activities run by local residents, cultural events etc. 
Although architectural thinking recognises the relation-ship between architecture and education, it 
distrusts the views of educationists because of the periodical change in the philosophy of education. 
Currently, architects reject the notion of the “right room” or the “right building plan”, because of built 
schools have developed from representation to multi-functionalism. Even reconstruction of the school 
is considered a possibility, when a neighbourhood’s demographics changes from children to seniors. 
Architects believe that educational success is due to teachers and their arrangements for learning. It is 
not due to the building. Don’t blame the architect or ask for more than the construction of room 
arrangement with a meaningful relation to the (urban) community. The architectural claim is 
professional autonomy, expressed by criteria for the built learning environment which follow from the 
argument above. They are: 

- Relation to local (urban) environment. 

- Building for a variety of functions. 

- Neutrality in respect of utilisation. 

- Mantle construction instead of monument. 
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- Possible reconstruction. 

Behind these architectural criteria you will recognise the concept of uncertainty in societal 
development opposing the specific functional view of Educationists. Without evidence from research, 
this is another normative view. Architectural neutrality contradicts educational specification. In Zürich 
we obviously are facing a cultural divide between architects and educationalists, and assessment 
would not be helped by using the architects’ criteria. The first two criteria would a-ply to only a few 
modern schools, and possibly to some of the late 19th century buildings. 

The architectural side has taken a strong stand, which is rejected by school administrators and 
only partly supported by the building department. The City of Zürich’s building department of course 
concedes architectural responsibility and requires high professional standards of architectural design 
and planning. However, the building administration does not support a radical architectural position. 
Instead it has a general functional view: 

- Schools must allow for diverse methods of teaching and learning. 

- The classroom must be designed to ensure maximum flexibility. 

- Communal areas, combined with clusters of individual classrooms, are important places 
where pupils feel at home and contain a potential (for what?). The fire-safety regulations 
(escape routes) must be followed in such a way that this free space is not restricted. 

- The common areas such as the gymnasium, hall, library etc. must be arranged to allow 
public access outside school hours.  

- The outside areas like greens, playgrounds must be made available to local residents. 

The City of Zürich and some other, much smaller, communities apply the above mentioned crite-
ria in planning. They also include public interest criteria such as; 

- Safety. 

- Sustainability. 

- Room size and costs for the building (economy). 

Educational room concepts, sustainability and economy could also be used to assess existing 
buildings. In Zürich this has yet to be done and the authorities have no visible assessment policy. The 
development of a list of assessment criteria and the publicising of assessment needs is left to a private 
consulting office for school buildings. 

As we have seen in respect to the built learning environment, a gap is opening between 
architecture and education. Architectural work concentrates on a neutral room arrangement under 
conditions of uncertainty. Education argues under functional conditions of specific teaching and 
learning strategies. Both approaches rely on normative rather than evidence-based arguments. 

Education and architecture – Bridging the gap 

Empirical improvement of the cultural divide between education and architecture in Zürich is 
related to planning and design, but things could also improve in respect to assessment. I see two needs: 
More communication and a strengthening of the role of public administration.  

Starting with communication, two events last year created a situation for a dialogue between 
architects and educationists: a cantonal conference and exhibition coinciding with the opening of the 
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largest school building in the City of Zürich was opened, and a national conference to initiate broader 
discussion. Public administrators were represented at both events.  

School and building administrators get together on the following basis: Educators have a right to 
use buildings that fulfil their functional needs. Therefore school experts must be represented in the 
planning process; they bring knowledge and practical experience to the selection process of the 
architectural projects competing for school building contracts. The selection is a highly standardised 
procedure, defined by the professional organisation of architects (!). The final professional decision 
(not the political one) is made by a jury of architects. Although educators participate only in the 
discussion process, rather than the actual decision making, this is a step in the right direction.  

Public administration plays an important role, representing the third area of concern: the public 
interest. In Zürich each new school building must be accepted by the people and final decisions are 
made by local referenda. The voters include parents with school-age children. Preparation of the 
decision involves consultation with various boards and trustees, as well as with experts in relevant 
fields. It is during these proceedings that I see an opportunity for bridging the gap between 
architecture and education. A positive exchange of the normative concepts of both sides would 
facilitate research into quality issues.  

The assessment process could adopt a similar approach: In Zürich the public administration could 
form assessment teams comprising architects, educationists, experts in administration and others. They 
would 

- Determine an appropriate procedure. 

- Incorporate criteria from architecture, education, anthropology and the public. 

- Select and use research. 

- Formulate the result (report). 

Finally, the assessment process could be analysed by research to establish standard procedure and 
shared criteria. By such research we would gain an empirical picture which could be developed to a 
more generalised concept of assessment. 

What can be learned  

1. We should establish criteria for school quality in order to evaluate the built learning 
environment. They are just as valuable as architectural and public interest concerns (see List, 
Figure 3). 

2. We should be aware of the normative basis that applies to educational requirements and 
architectural principles. Therefore we should extend research, especially between education 
and its built environment. 

3. We should initiate procedures for the assessment of school buildings. These could be similar 
to planning procedures.  

4. The procedures should be described and analysed in terms of interactions and common 
concepts of education and architecture for building. 
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Figure 1. Dimensions of school quality (national) 
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Figure 2. Dimensions and criteria of school quality (International) 
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Figure 3. List of requirements 

School quality 
(Education) 

Concept (Vision) 
Leadership 
Management 
Cooperation 
Teaching and learning strategies 
Social relationships and events 

Architecture Community (urban) Integration 
Variety of functions (internal, external) 
Neutrality in utilisation 
Room arrangement 
Mantle construction 
Reconstruction 

Anthropology 
 

Age 
Air, Light, Acoustics 
Surface character, Colours 
Individual needs (retreat) 

Public 
 

Safety 
Limited costs 
Sustainability 
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